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Problem Outline – An Example Setting

• Peggy has a bank account on Bank, and wants 

to shop from Victor’s shop.

• Peggy wants to use e-coins issued by her bank 

for shopping.



Problem Outline – An Example Setting

• Basic requirements for this setting:
– Verifiability: Victor should be able to verify the e-

coin.

– Security: The e-coin must be able to be used only 
by Peggy (The bank is not a trusted party).

– Privacy: 
• Against Bank: Payments should be untraceable.

• Against Victor: Concealment of partial information 
should be possible (but concealed information must 
still be verifiable).



A Basic Trial for Solution

Let Peggy create an e-coin (which is an 
integer) and let the bank sign the e-coin using 
its private key, which can be later verified by 
Victor using the bank’s public key.

– Violation of Security: The bank may spend this e-coin.

– Violation of Privacy: The bank may figure out that this e-
coin is spent at Victor’s shop.



Blind Signatures

A solution was proposed by Chaum (1983), 
named as blind signatures.
– A blinded version of the message is sent to the 

signer.

– The signer signs the blinded message with its 
private key, and send backs to the requester.

– The signature is verifiable against original, 
unblinded message.

– The message-signature pair is unlinkable to the 
signing instance.



Restrictive Blind Signatures

• Using blind signatures in our problem could 
solve the anonymity problem.

• Problem: The bank may want to see at least a 
part of the credential it is signing.

• Solution: The restrictive blind signatures 
(Brands, 1993) enable the signer to see a part 
of the message it signs (anonymity 
uncompromised).



Are We Done?

• Security and hiding-partial-information-from-
Victor problems still unsolved.

• Solving security problem requires that Peggy 
uses some private key that will enable the use 
of the e-coin.

• Hiding partial information from Victor is 
provided by the protocol explained in Section 
2.3., but it requires a large random and secret 
number.



Some Notes on Frequently Used Terms

• ‘The’ α: Used as both blinding factor in the 
issuing protocol and secret knowledge in the 
showing protocol.

• h’: Simply the blinded version of h (h is the 
ultimate credential).

• (u’,v’): The (restrictive blind) signature on h’.



Issuing Protocol



Issuing Protocol



Issuing Protocol

• Peggy does not learn the private key of the 
bank (i.e. yi values)

• CA does not learn α, h’, u’ and v’ (the 
message, the signature and the private key of 
Peggy).



Showing Protocol

• Situation: Peggy has h’ (with private and 
public attributes), u’, v’ (which are public) and 
α (which is private).

• Objective1: Peggy must prove to Victor that:
– She is indeed Peggy (the Security Problem)

– Her credential is certified by a specific authority

• Objective2: Peggy should be able to hide 
private attributes from Victor, while disclosing 
public attributes.



Showing Protocol – The Main Idea

• Obtain a number using the values of disclosed 
attributes and h0 (let this number be N).

• DL representation of N consists of hidden 
attributes and -1/α with respect to the agreed-
upon generators and h’.

• Victor verifies the signature (u’,v’) on h’.
• Peggy proves that she knows the DL 

representation of N (hence α).
– Proof method is shown in Section 2.3.
– Security of proof method relies on at least one 

element in DL representation (which is α).



Showing Protocol



Limited Show Credentials

• Security of showing protocol requires the 
same a value not to be shown more than once 
to the same participant.

– Peggy determines a finite set of possible a values 
and includes these possible values as public 
attributes.

– Victor can later check that the received a value is 
indeed one of the possibilities.



Conclusion & Opinions on the Paper

• A flexible (hence practical) private credential system is 
introduced, in which the credential owner may choose 
however much information she will disclose.

• Pros:
– The system is very flexible, allowing the CA to see the 

information it signs and the credential owner to disclose 
however much she desires.

– Value of the e-coin can be deduced from the bank account 
immediately (which saves the bank from the necessity of 
keeping track of issued e-coins).

• Cons:
– Familiarity with blind signatures is assumed, although not 

explicitly stated.
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